
 

Carjackings and Police Chase in Mt. Vernon 

 

July 23, 2014 

We have tried to obtain as detailed and correct information as possible. If you have anything to 

add or correct, or can give us more detail, please let us know. Emails are: Bob Howe; 

rwhowejr@gmail.com, Ricki Hoekstra; rickihoek@aol.com members of the Mt Vernon History 

Committee. 

At the end of this story is a map showing the location of the various points along the route. 

A drug addict from New Mexico named Christopher Sullivan and an unnamed 17 year old 

companion caused a dramatic stir at MVCC on July 23, 2014 when they carjacked several cars, 

tried to break into a house, crashed two of the cars… (Apparently, he was originally and may 

still be from Jefferson County as he was a classmate of Bush Sutter’s daughter, Renee, who 

recognized him from the news coverage. She remembered him as a nice boy.)  

It all began when police on Highway 40 noticed an old Ford Crown Victoria going slowly along 

the side of the road. The car seemed “official” because it had emergency lights on the dashboard 

and various antennas plus and a spotlight on the right side. A police officer stopped the car when 

Sullivan failed to signal and was talking with the driver and getting information. Sullivan gave 

him a Massachusetts driver’s license and claimed that he was a bounty hunter, looking for a bail 

jumper. The license plate on the car wasn’t valid for highway use and the story about being a 

bounty hunter didn’t check out. The officer had called for backup. When other deputies arrived 

Sullivan drove off up Highway 40 and turned north on Lookout Mountain Road. He ended up at 

the picnic area near Buffalo Bill’s Grave and carjacked a Blue Subaru from a family of four. 

(The car was a rental, so had a GPS in it and which enabled the police to find it later. Ricki 

Hoekstra explains more about this in her account of the helicopter’s search in the night, below.) 

With the new car, not recognized by the police, he drove back down Lookout Mountain Road. 

Sullivan and his female companion drove down Lookout Mountain road and we assume they 

entered Mount Vernon through the East gate. They probably hoped that by going downhill they 

would  reach the I70. They drove down Centennial Trail to Five Points and kept going downhill 

on Range View Trail, past the Hoekstra house and ended up in Carol Sable’s driveway. 

(Although there is a sign that says: Dead End, there are often people who drive down anyhow), 

Carol saw the blue Subaru backing out of her driveway and did not pay any more attention. 

Probably, with three barking dogs, he avoided her house. Range View Trail makes a sharp curve 

to the left on a short spur and ends in an unmaintained road then becomes a hiking trail. The 

gunman took that road, then went down through the steep woods and ended up in a gully, unable 



to go further. The car was now between the Hoekstra house and the road to the water wells. The 

fugitives got out and walked downhill to the service road, continued uphill and apparently 

walked up or alongside the sledding hill and ended up at Janet Roll’s house. 

The blue Subaru, where it 

was stopped by dense vegetation and a ditch, at the end of Range View Trail. Date recorded by 

the camera is incorrect. Photo by Ricki Hoekstra 

 

Ricki Hoekstra asked Steve Jackson, Janet Roll’s partner, to write his version of what happened 

next. Steve is a well known crime writer, so the gunman could not have chosen a worse place to 

rob. 



Steve Jackson 

 Here is his account. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Steve Jackson <spjbooks@aol.com> 
To: rickihoek <rickihoek@aol.com> 
Sent: Sun, Jul 27, 2014 5:32 pm 
Subject: The incident at Janet Roll's house 

Hi Ricki  
 
Janet asked me to send you an email regarding the gunman incident at Janet's home. As 
irony would have it, I am a true crime author and was working in my office when out of the 
corner of my eye I saw a young woman walk up the steps of the front porch. I didn't see 
anyone else at that time or where she'd come from. She knocked on the door and I answered. 
She said that she and her boyfriend had crashed their car and needed a ride to Golden. I 
asked her where she'd crashed and she replied that she didn't know the area and didn't know 
where. I asked if it was up the road or down the road and said I'd call a tow truck. She was 
obviously agitated and said that no, they just needed a ride and that her boyfriend was 
injured. At that point I heard a man at the bottom of the porch stairs and off to the side where 
I couldn't see him say, "Please sir, help us, I'm hurt. Just give us a ride." The young woman 
continued to press for a ride and then asked if she could use the bathroom. I was getting 
more than a little suspicious and the boyfriend--the scruffy guy we've all seen in the 
mugshots--poked his head around the corner and then showed himself partly, holding his 
ribs with this left hand but with his right hand behind him. In my line of work I'm around a lot 
of these people and noted the prison tattoos and general appearance of what I'd normally 
ascribe to a meth user. I said that if he was injured, I'd call 911 and held up my cellphone as if 
to call. That's when he produced the AR-15 and leveled it at me as he began to advance up 
the stairs, demanding that I "Put down the f**king phone. Put down the f**king phone!" 
Instead I slammed the door and retreated towards the back of the house. I heard him break 
the window in the front door behind me and assumed I had seconds, so I ran down the stairs 
into the hallway and out to the garage where I called 911. That's when I learned that law 
enforcement was already in the area looking for the man and the girl and would arrive 
shortly. I was told to find a corner of the garage and barricade myself, which I did with a fine 
piece of bullet-proof cardboard (which is what I had at hand). The assumption was that they 
were in the house and that the police would be coming in after them. However, a short time 



later, the 911 operator informed me that they'd been seen several blocks away and that it was 
"probably" safe to leave the garage. I left the garage and then heard that the couple had been 
seen near the east gate of the Mt. Vernon CC. They were apprehended a short time later. A 
side note, I later learned that the couple had first been contacted driving a white Ford Crown 
Victoria, a former police car that still had the spotlight on the driver's side, blue and reds on 
the dash board and an antennae on the roof. I had actually seen the car before all the ruckus 
began as I was returning from the Canine Canyon with my dog and headed west near the 
country club when that car approached me from the other direction driving somewhat 
erratically. I noted the former police car appearance. It was shortly after that they sheriff's 
deputy also noted the car and followed; the rest is history. That's the basics of my story. I 
know more but as I'm now a victim/witness I won't share more than this at this time so as not 
to interfere with the judicial process. All is fine here except for the pretty piece of stained 
glass in Janet's front door. Hope this helps. 

Steve Jackson 

This is an AR-15 assault rifle of 

the type that Sullivan used, as described by Steve Jackson. 

Additional notes from Steve Jackson, sent a few days later. 

Waiting in the garage was the worst part for several reasons:  
1. I am usually prepared for this kind of eventuality because of the work I do which can put 
me in conflict with not so nice people. (You can use that without the reference to how it is 
that I'm "prepared" as long as there is no mention of "weapons."). There are reasons I wasn't 
prepared but I was angry with myself for being in a situation where I was not ready to protect 
myself. That is frightening to be in that position when I didn't have to be. Live and learn.  
2. I had no idea where the intruders were; the last thing I knew was that the gunman was 
breaking out the window of the door and I assumed gaining access. So along with the 
possibility of the gunman making his way to the garage to access a car (remember, I did not 
know that they had hijacked other cars and that was their main purpose. As far as I knew, 
this was a singular incident in which for some reason--which could have been robbery, or it 
could have been something to do with my work--they wanted access to the house. If I'd 
known they wanted a car, I have a car parked on the side of the house that I hate and would 
have gladly given them the keys (especially as they would have then wrecked it). 



3. With the possibility of the intruders being in the house, the 911 operator wanted me to get 
to a corner of the garage (I told her which corner) so that I would not be accidentally shot by 
the police if they stormed the house or caught in the crossfire. That is a helpless feeling as 
well, especially as my "barricade" was a piece of cardboard I was using to perhaps be 
missed if the gunman came into the garage and looked around quickly. However, I was 
probably only hiding about five minutes, possibly less (time drags when you're having fun), 
before the 911 operator told me that I was "probably" safe because the intruders had been 
seen running down Centennial towards Five Points where they hijacked the maintenance 
guy's truck (that's my understanding of the sequence anyway). That's when I came out of the 
garage though I didn't enter the house again until I learned that the couple was in custody. 
 
It is good that the kids and Janet weren't home because that would have changed the 
situation and I would have had to think about their welfare before mine. As it was, I was able 
to slam the door, avoid becoming a hostage (or a casualty) and evade the intruders who had 
to consider that I was already calling 911 and that I might have been possibly moving to 
access my own self-defense items. Along with my dog barking (he sounds bigger than he is), 
I believe that's why they didn't continue into the house after breaking the entry window. 
 
It has not given me any nightmares. In fact, as soon as I was given the all clear, it became 
just one more adventure that I've lived through. I've worked in many areas of the world and 
as you might imagine, this was not my first rodeo. Actually, I've been having some fun with it 
(I'm getting a lot of flack from my military and law enforcement friends about having to run 
for it); afterall, this guy was the world's worst carjacker. I don't think he got farther than a half 
mile with any of his stolen vehicles. I'm in the process of writing it up as a short, somewhat 
amusing, story for publication, and have even managed to get a few free drinks at the local 
watering hole. 
 
This isn't to make light of people who were traumatized by the incident, or what this sort of 
thing does to the peace of mind of a community. I understand all of that. I certainly 
experienced fear while waiting in the garage. My reaction afterwards has more to do with my 
background, type of work and the makeup of my personality (I'd rather laugh than cry). I 
should also point out that law enforcement was excellent from the sharp-eyed deputy who 
followed the guy in the Crown Victoria in the first place (Deputy Donahue) to the massive 
response and finally to that motorcycle deputy who pulled a John Wayne and took the 
gunman down. He deserves the highest commendation. I don't know if people truly 
appreciate what he did: he was on a moving motorcycle when he drew his sidearm and 
engaged the gunman who was trying to hijack another car; in doing so, he took the gunman's 
attention away from a member of the public and drew it to himself; he was badly outgunned, 
not only was he on a moving, unsteady platform with a handgun, he was up against a man 
standing on his feet with a semi-automatic rifle. He put his life on the line protecting the 
citizens and I hope he is recognized for it. 

 

The fugitives left the Roll/Jackson house and went back downhill toward Five Points on 

Centennial Trail. 

 

TOM ELLIOTT’s notes, regarding the theft of MVCC pickup, as reported by 

Ricki Hoekstra 



The gunman and girl walked downhill on Centennial again, after their unsuccessful attempt to 

enter the house and saw Tom Elliott, one of the MVCC maintenance crew, who had opened the 

first gate at Five Points, leading down the service road toward the wells, which he was planning 

to check.  He undid the lock on the first gate while his truck was running, closed the first gate 

again, but did not lock it, then went to the second gate and was undoing all the chains as the 

couple very quietly got in the truck, bashed the first gate, taking out a post and denting the gate. 

That made Tom so mad. He started running after the truck. The truck went up Pine Song Trail on 

Kinnikinnik Hill but Tom knew they had to end up at Five Points again, so when a car drove up, 

he stopped the driver and asked for a cellphone because his was in the stolen truck. He called the 

police and reported that someone had stolen his truck. The driver of the car (we will call him the 

Good Samaritan (GS) because we don’t know his name [if you know who it is please tell us, so 

he can be recognized properly]), and Tom waited for the truck to come down Kinnikinnik again. 

It did, tearing around the curve at 45 mile per hour. Tom and the GS followed the pickup down 

toward the East gate but lost it. Tom noticed a cloud of dust on Mistletoe and figured it was his 

truck. He also realized it had to go back on Mt Vernon Road again so they waited a little way 

down the road, toward the east gate. They still did not know that Sullivan had a gun. The 

gunman and the girl drove to the end of Mistletoe, which was blocked by a police car. He 

reversed then drove through the meadows back toward Mount Vernon Road. Unfortunately, he 

did not know that there was a steep embankment between him and road. The car tipped over the 

edge and the girl and gunman got out of the car unhurt. He aimed his gun at Tom and GS who 

were parked not far away. When Tom saw that the robber was carrying an assault rifle slung over 

his chest, he immediately exited the car and dropped to the ground. He credits his military 

service with that quick reaction, which probably saved his life.  The gunman was yelling at the 

GS: “Get out of the F…… car,” twice, so he could use it as a getaway. Instead the GS floored his 

car backwards, nearly whacking Tom with the open door and leaving him alone and unprotected, 

so he rolled into the grass and hid behind a chokecherry bush. Tom saw the gunman shooting at a 

deputy in an unmarked police car that had been in Dave and Holly Harrison’s driveway was 

driving toward the crash site. Tom thinks that 6 to 8 shots fired in his direction. The gunman and 

girl took off through the pasture, walking behind the Highland Rescue building. The police could 

not shoot at them, as they have orders to never shoot somebody in the back.  

He stayed down, peeking around the bush, until he could see the couple disappear toward HWY 

40. When he stood up, he saw no one. Tom turned off the pickup as the engine was still running 

and he saw his cell phone, still on the driver’s seat. He called Bush who came tearing down the 

road. By the time he arrived, Tom was surrounded by patrol cars. A deputy was assigned to him 

and drove Tom down to the police station (TAJ MAHAL), staying with him during the 

investigation, then brought him back to the Clubhouse.  When asked if he needed something 

“Yes”, said Tom, “I need a Newcastle Beer.” When he walked through the door of the 

Clubhouse, he immediately was surrounded by everybody in the building, even by some of the 

patrons. They were all so relieved he survived. Tom was full of praise for the treatment he 



received from the police department. The badly damaged truck was towed away to the police 

station, evidence now, so who knows when the Club will get it back? 

 

Tom Elliott, member of 

Mt. Vernon’s Maintenance Team. Photo by Ricki Hoekstra. 

 

Truck where it came to rest on Mt. 

Vernon Road. Photo by Peter Clampitt. 



 [These notes are from Tom Elliott’s account. The official report from the sheriff’s office was 

that all shots were by the police, not by Sullivan. At this point we are just reporting both.] 

Peter Clampitt wrote: Clearly, shots were fired and windows of the cop car were shot out. It is also 

blurry who fired the shots. I think the story can reflect Toms perception of who shot at him. I heard 6 

and that the cop fired twice. If we don't know, the story can reflect that.  

Sullivan crossed the road and ran uphill above Highlands Rescue. By this time Channel 7 had 

their helicopter hovering in the area and they zoomed in on the two of them walking fast through 

the trees, going uphill. The girl, wearing high heels by the way, soon fell behind and Sullivan 

ignored her as he continued. She was captured as she went downhill to meet a police officer. She 

accepted his hand to help her down a steep slope and to take her into custody. 

Meanwhile, as the helicopter news crew filmed, Sullivan continued walking fast but not running. 

It was amazing to see how cool he was even at this point. He seemed to be moving with a 

purpose. He crossed Highway 40 and boldly went down into the compound where CDOT had 

several trucks parked. He checked two and found no keys, so he continued on to a nearby house. 

A pickup truck in the driveway was open but had no keys in it. Next, he went into the garage and 

a few seconds later the right side of the garage exploded as he backed an SUV out into the 

driveway. He turned it around then headed out the driveway and up a gravel road until after less 

than a quarter of a mile he got stuck near I-70.  

Still carrying his guns, he walked onto the edge of the highway and began pointing his rifle at 

oncoming traffic indicating for a car to stop. They didn’t. One finally slowed and he was 

approaching it as Deputy Fred Haggett arrived on his motorcycle. Seeing the situation, Haggett 

drew his pistol and was pointing it at Sullivan with his right hand as he maneuvered his cycle 

with his left, quite a feat, and extremely courageous. Sullivan put his guns down very 

deliberately and backed away, then continued walking away. On foot now and with his pistol 

holstered, Haggett ran after Sullivan and finally grabbed him by the shirt, ripping it from his 

back as he pulled Sullivan to the ground. He got Sullivan more or less still but needed help, and 

an Evergreen man, the Physical Education teacher at the high school there, approached from his 

car asking what he could do. The deputy told him to sit on Sullivan’s legs, which he did, but 

Sullivan continued to struggle as other bystanders arrived and finally another officer. 

Altogether there were several cars involved: the stolen Crown Victoria they arrived in from 

Albuquerque, the Subaru they took from the family at the picnic area by the Buffalo Bill 

Museum, the Mt. Vernon pickup, and the SUV he drove through the garage door. In the first 

stolen vehicle the police found drugs and paraphernalia.  

Ricki Hoekstra account, below. 

At around 9:30 that evening a helicopter with a big searchlight flew low, circling around our 

house and then lower down the hill.  After the helicopter flew off, we soon had four police cars 



in front of the house, lights flashing, radios blaring. It turned out that they had found the blue 

Subaru. Since it was a rental car, the car rental agency could, with the GPS in the vehicle, 

pinpoint the location of the car. The five police officers bush-wacked in the dark downhill with 

large flashlights and found the car. ( Carol Sable had to wait patiently to go home, because the 

road was blocked by police cars. After moving the cars to our driveway, she finally could pass.) 

The police had to go down again to empty the car and take fingerprints. A police woman and I 

watched from our back deck. By that time it was 10.30. Pieter offered to take them down via the 

hiking trails, which was much appreciated. In the car they found a backpack, a camera (probably 

owned by people they stole the car from and the gunman may have even taken a selfie with it), 

needles and other drug paraphernalia and a pair of high heel black shoes. By 11 pm peace had 

returned. 

Two days later the car was towed away. 

A week later, you can still see orange marks on the road towards the East gate were the police 

found bullet shells. 

 

The Club’s pickup, damaged very badly, was impounded as evidence and Peter Clampitt, the 

Club’s Executive Director said, “Who knows when we’ll get it back?” 

With the high speed chases through neighborhoods, shots fired, a man with two guns on the 

Interstate and a desperate man at that, one has to be grateful that no one was hurt. 

 

Notes from Dan Snare 

 

Here's what I remember from the events of last week.... 

 

Jack, Ellen and I were at the Home Depot in Golden and I received the alert on my cell phone from the 

Sheriff's office.  Wondering what could be happening, we hopped in the car and headed home.  We 

drove up Hwy 40 and near the Cabrini Shrine we saw that traffic on the freeway was stopped.  We got 

through the intersection at the Lookout Mountain exit and continued up Hwy 40.  When we got to the 

intersection of Hwy 40 and Lookout Mountain Rd we were directed onto Lookout Mountain Rd and 

arrived at the east gate of Mt Vernon CC.  We were some of the first people there.  The red truck 

blocking the gate was actually one of the GS trucks.  A new GS employee (Josh?) was there and he 

said a deputy had told him to park the truck there.  At one point Josh walked back up to the site of the 

white GS truck that had been stolen and abandoned very near the Harrison's driveway.  While Josh was 

gone another deputy drove up to the east gate and said he needed to get through.  I offered to move 

the truck for the deputy.  I climbed into the cab but Josh had taken the keys with him.  At that point I 

called Peter Clampitt and he was able to relay a message to Josh to return to the east gate and move 

the truck.  A little while later all of us gathered at the east gate heard that the west gate to MVCC was 

open but Hwy 40 was still closed westbound so we drove down Hwy 40 got on to I-70 westbound at the 

Lookout Mountain intersection (it was open and clear by now), drove up to the Genesee Park exit and 

arrived at home safe and sound.  We watched the helicopter video footage and breathed a sigh of relief 



when the two were caught. 

 

Also, on a walk the other day we saw quite a bit of torn up ground and tire tracks going down the hill 

below your house, Ricki, and we wondered if that was involved in the carjackings in any way.  Perhaps 

that's where the missing Subaru ended up? 

As all this was happening, area residents received a reverse 911 phone call with the order to stay 

inside, lock the doors and keep away from the windows. This order also included the people in 

the Clubhouse!  The entrance to the East gate was closed, using the Club’s red truck as a barrier 

and two police cars were stationed, one at the driveway to the Harrison’s and the other at the end 

of Mistletoe. (See Dan Snare’s note, below.) Some Mt. Vernon residents used the Cody Park 

Road, the old original entrance to the Club, to come home later that evening. The gate was open 

and they ended up on Mistletoe road. 

 

Article from Channel 7 News reporting the incident. 

Link to video and story:  

http://www.thedenverchannel.com/news/local-news/new-details-of-lookout-mountain-chase-

contained-in-affidavit-for-arrest-of-christopher-sullivan07252014 

Also: 518338844.mp4 - 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B2l0eunIAhLnMnBTYzIydkJ4VGs/edit?usp=sharing 

 

Canyon Courier article 

 http://www.canyoncourier.com/content/crime-spree-ends-i-70-arrest#.U9my-pfvMy8.gmail 

 

 

JEFFERSON COUNTY, Colo. - Thousands have watched helicopter video of a tense chase and arrest that ended in 
the middle of Interstate 70. That 10-minute video, however, only shows the tail end of a two-hour crime spree detailed 
in newly-released documents. 

Christopher David Sullivan's arrest on the crowded interstate was watched by thousands on TV and the Internet. He 
is currently being held on $1 million bond, having made his first court appearance Thursday. 

Friday, 7NEWS obtained the four-page arrest affidavit that details Sullivan's alleged crimes. 

-- How the chase began -- 

The chase lasted over two hours, beginning at about 2:30 p.m. Wednesday and ending with Sullivan's arrest around 
4:40 p.m. 

7NEWS previously reported that the case began when Sullivan and a teenage girl were pulled over while driving an 
old Ford Crown Victoria. The newly-released affidavit says that a deputy took notice of the car because it appeared to 
have law-enforcement equipment, including a spotlight on the driver's side, antennas on the roof and what appeared 
to be emergency lights on the dashboard. 



The deputy checked the car's Arizona license plate and found it was, "not valid for highway use." 

According to the affidavit, the car crept slowly along the road, eventually stopping at the intersection of Paradise 
Road and Cabrini Boulevard. The driver allegedly failed to use his signal before making a right turn there, and the 
deputy who was following pulled him over. 

Sullivan allegedly handed the deputy a Massachusetts driver's license bearing the name Christopher Blair and said 
he was a bail enforcement agent working for "Bandit Bail Bonds." But when the deputy checked the license against 
the database, the affidavit says no matching records were found. 

Identifying information for the teenage passenger is redacted from the affidavit, but it does note that Sullivan 
"appeared to be nervous" when the deputies spoke to her. 

"She spoke very quietly and her arms were shaking as she sat in the passenger seat," the document states. 

After additional deputies arrived to help and approached the car, Sullivan allegedly started the vehicle and drove off 
despite shouts demanding he "stop." 

-- The first carjacking -- 

Deputies gave chase up Highway 40 and then Lookout Mountain Road, where several firefighters were standing in 
the driveway of their station house. 

"They said they saw it speeding through the area north on Lookout Mountain Road," the document states. 

Only a minute later, dispatchers radioed that a blue Subaru Outback was carjacked at Lookout Mountain Park. When 
a deputy arrived, he saw the Crown Victoria parked in the middle of the road. 

The husband, wife and two children who had been in the Outback stated their car was stolen at gunpoint. 

The man said, "he was driving with his family on Lookout Mountain Road when Sullivan car pulled into their lane to 
head off their rental car, forcing them to stop suddenly." 

According to the affidavit, Sullivan and the teenager both exited the Crown Victoria and yelled for the family to exit the 
Outback. When they didn't immediately get out, the pair allegedly ordered them out at gunpoint, then took the car and 
continued up Lookout Mountain. 

Later, after he was arrested, Sullivan allegedly commented on the family. 

"He said that the family of the Subaru he stole were going to be traumatized for life," the affidavit states. 

-- Another 911 call -- 

Deputies set up roadblocks, but Sullivans evaded them until about 3:38 p.m. At that time, dispatchers radioed that a 
resident had called 911 to report a male and female had tried to break into his house at gunpoint and had pointed a 
rifle at him. 

The affidavit states that the teenager had originally knocked on the door, saying she had been in an accident and 
needed help. The homeowner said he would call 911, and then the male suspect appeared saying he was also 
injured. 

When the homeowner picked up the phone to dial, the affidavit says Sullivan raised his rifle and told him to put the 
phone down. Sullivan also allegedly broke a window with the rifle but the homeowner ran away and called 911 from 
his garage. 

Sullivan allegedly commented in the hospital that "he scared the man who slammed the door on him and whose 
window he broke out." 

He also asked how the homeowner was doing. 

-- The second stolen car -- 

Dispatchers radioed at 3:50 p.m. about a pickup being stolen and later crashed in the area of Chock Cherry and 
Mistletoe Road. According to the document, deputies later interviewed the man who said it was stolen from him while 
he got out to open a gate. 

Then, at about 4:04 p.m., a Sheriff's Office lieutenant reported shots were fired in the area of 24401 Mount Vernon 
Rd. He and another lieutenant had witnessed Sullivan try to carjack another vehicle. 



According to the document, Sullivan pointed his rifle at the SUV as the driver put it in reverse, then turned it toward 
the lieutenants. Lieutenant Shawn Allen opened fire, the document states, as Sullivan allegedly fired at a Sheriff's 
Office vehicle. 

Deputies later learned that the man driving the SUV had earlier stopped to help the owner of the stolen truck and they 
had driven together to the scene where the truck had crashed. 

-- The arrests -- 

Sullivan and the teenager both ran after the gunfire. She was caught first, while AIRTRACKER7 recorded her arrest 
from above. 

But as thousands of people have now seen, the chase was not yet over for Sullivan later identified by Sullivan. Still 
carrying his rifle and handgun, he entered the garage of a home on Rockland Road and stole a GMC Envoy, driving it 
out through the closed garage door. 

Sullivan drove it down a dirt road parallel to Highway 40 before getting stuck in a ditch and running toward Interstate 
70, according to the affidavit and video from AIRTRACKER7. 

On the interstate, Deputy Fred Haggett was riding a motorcycle and drew his weapon. Haggett ordered Sullivan to 
the ground, but the helicopter video shows he did not immediately comply. 

Sullivan laid down his weapons but kept running down the road, weaving between cars that stopped short, until 
Haggett grabbed his shirt and pulled him down. 

At a news conference on Thursday, Haggett said he was simply following his training. 

"I ended up being the guy on the spot," Haggett said. "It's training and reaction. It was fortuitous it was me. So many 
agencies were there. Anyone of those other officers would have done the same." 

After the arrest, Sullivan was taken to Saint Anthony's Hospital and then to jail. If he is formally charged with the 
counts listed on the affidavit, he will face 12 felony counts. 

Copyright 2014 Scripps Media, Inc. All rights reserved.  

 

 

 

Christopher Sullivan, “Villain of the day” 



 



 

Deputy Fred Haggett, Heroic police officer who subdued Sullivan after a foot chase on I-70. Both photos from 
Channel 7 News. 

 

 



 

 

Car-jacking route 

A. Buffalo Bill Museum picnic ground, where blue Subaru was car-jacked. 
B. Car-jacked Subaru stuck in the woods. 
C. Dashed line indicates probable route of the fugitives from stuck car, up the well service toad and Sledding 

Hill, to reach the Roll/Jackson house. 
D. Roll/Jackson house. 



E. Five Points gate, where the Club’s white pickup was stolen from Tom Elliott. 
F. Mistletoe Road, where a police car was waiting and they drove off the road cross , heading cross country. 
G. Harrison house where unmarked car parked and deputy accosted the fugitives. 
H. Where the Club’s white pickup crashed onto Mt. Vernon Road and where the shots may or may not have 

been fired and where Tom Elliott and the Good Samaritan were threatened by the fugitive. 
I. Dashed line indicates route the fugitives walked toward the CDOT truck compound and the house where he 

stole the SUV and drove through the garage door then walked onto I-70. 

 

 

 

By: Bob Howe and  Ricki Hoekstra, July 30, 2014 

Special Thanks to Pieter Hoekstra for help with photos and links. 

 


